
ABOUT THE COURSE

 Level 2: 
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES

Improved efficiency of motion with negative pressure tools via
fascial mobility and neuromuscular re-education

The Level 2 Advanced Course will pick up where the Level 1
class left off and build a multi-planar approach to using cups
with exercise principles and specific interventions
integrating neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, and various
demographics. A Precision Pressure Pump will be provided
to ensure accuracy of pressure and application.

This course will continue to fill the gap in the literature on
the appropriate pressures, dosage, timing, and frequency
for the proper application of IASTM in the rehabilitation and
wellness arenas. 

Students will be given the opportunity to dive deeper into
the structural functions of fascia in various layers of tissues
and pathologies and provide exposure to a variety of IASTM
tools that are on the market.

In this one-day course, students will learn to increase the efficiency of motion with
negative pressure tools through fascial mobility and neuromuscular re-education.
Myofascial Decompression (MFD) is one of the few techniques that works in the

decompression of connective tissue, which often makes more physiologic sense for
fascial mobility, blood flow improvement, and metabolic exchange. The needs

assessment for the MFD course will integrate negative pressure tools with Western
evidence based physiologic principles and EBM foundations. Participants will be able to
evaluate their ability to intervene appropriately using IASTM tools by describing safety,

competency, precautions, contraindications, and appropriate timing, and
demonstrating effective interventions with efficient approach and mechanics.  

Prior knowledge of basic manual therapy concepts and movement science is recommended,
and Level 1 MFD course completion is required. 



resentation
bjectives

Perform a systematic examination including movement assessment, ROM acquisition,
patterned strength testing and palpation exam
Analyze the evidence on cup therapy pressures used, time left on, materials, and their
effects on blood flow and tissue responses 
Determine appropriate pressures and time frames for specific tissue layers, including
facilitation vs inhibition in movement retraining using cups. 
Recommend how to operate the precision MFD pump at specific mmHg to target
specific tissue layers
Demonstrate how to utilize MFD to assist with lymphatic flow and dysfunction
Describe and trace EBM fascial slings and correlate them to commonly known
movement patterns and restrictions in the body
Discuss the basic principles of kinesthetic awareness and proprioception, and how MFD
is used with kinesthetic awareness cueing to improve movement efficiency
Recognize the basic principles of muscle inhibition, and how to utilize MFD for
inhibitory influence to promote improvements in coordination and movement
efficiency
Combine MFD techniques (extensibility, inhibition, and kinesthetic awareness) with
neuromuscular re-education principles to build a program for specific sport populations
Administer specific intermediate neuromuscular re-education principles after MFD to
restore optimal function, as demonstrated in lab
Design a specific plan of care including soft tissue interventions and exercise
prescription with temporal variables taken into account.

PARTICIPANTS WILL BE ABLE TO:

COURSE GOALS
The goal of this course is to provide clinicians with a new perspective to various negative
pressures and tissue layer effects, including macro and microstructures. Instruction on hands-on
manual therapy tools and approaches for the musculoskeletal, neurologic, and lymphatic systems
will provide the learner with a systematic approach to physiologic integration of subsystems in
the human body and integrate their understanding of movement science and neuromuscular re-
education with manual therapy. Techniques will include appropriate application of soft tissue
mobilization with proper identification of densification and specific fascial plane restrictions.
Inhibition techniques will be paired with efficient activation patterns, with a review of facilitation
interventions and movement awareness. 

Level 2 Course
Objectives



8:00-9:30am Research updates and applications. Improving MFD
technique and integrated approach. Review fasciacyte vs fibroblast
functions and response to specific treatments. The MFD system
overview and multi-planar approach. Utilization of the MFD
Precision Pump. MRI tissue review. Mini Lab.
9:30-10:30am Low Pressure: Superficial Techniques & Applications.
Lymphatics and fluid dynamics. Neurodynamics Lab Session. 
10:30-12:00pm High Pressure: Techniques for Inhibition; Common
rehab exercises w/ negative pressure. Techniques for improving
joint mobilization. Trigger Points Review. Lab Session.
12-1pm Lunch
1:00-2:00pm Moderate Pressure: Kinesthetic sense and
proprioceptive awareness. IASTM techniques and timing with other
rehabilitation and physical demands. Lab Session.
2:00-3:45pm Sport-Specific Approaches: The Swimmer.The Runner.
The Golfer. The Cyclist. Contact-sport Athletes. Throwing Athletes.
Lab Session.
3:30-4:45pm Bringing it all together. Linking CNS mechanisms to
MSK presentations. Exam review. Case review. Group review.
4:45-5:00pm Summary and Adjourn.

Course is 60% lab, and 40% didactic. 
Student to Faculty PT <16:1

MFD Level 2
Course Outline



Inefficient movement patterns
Scar mobilization
Sports injuries
Muscle hypertonicity
Post-surgical adhesions
Contractures
Overuse injuries
Postural syndromes
Rib dysfunctions
Decreased flexibility
Chronic orthopedic issues

Intermediate/Advanced – Includes in-depth theory, concepts and
applications of information and/or techniques that are beyond the
Essential Level.

Improve Outcomes With:

Difficulty Level:

Recommended For:
Physical Therapists, Physical Therapy Assistants, Athletic Trainers, Massage
Therapists, Occupational Therapists, Occupational Therapy Assistants, Medical
Doctors, Doctors of Osteopathy, Chiropractors, Naturopathic providers, and
other health professionals

Subjects Covered:
Connective tissue system structure and function; movement
impairments
Healing response in normal & abnormal tissue
Imaging research on connective tissue and trigger points
Instrument Assisted Soft-Tissue Mobilization techniques &
applications including specific pressures and depth of layers affected
with MFD using the Precision Pressure Pump
Neuromuscular re-education principles in combination with IASTM
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Basic References

All course cancellations must be submitted in writing and received at least 10 days prior to the course.
Refunds or transfers may incur a $50 fee for processing. BAS Performance and Rehabilitation will not be

responsible for other expenses refunded other than course tuition. No refunds given after 7 days prior to the
course. BAS Performance and Rehabilitation reserves the right to cancel a course up to 2 weeks prior to

course for circumstances beyond its control, with only tuition being fully refunded. 

CANCELLATION POLICY


